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Photos of items are available at ExecutiveCurrency.com

We Travel So You Don’t Have To.
With tradeshows and clients around the country, our staff 
never stops searching for your next collectible. As such, 
we invite you to visit our website and join our email list so 
you’ll receive priority access to new purchases. To join, email 
“subscribe” to info@executivecurrency.com

More High Denoms + Pictures of All Available 
Notes at: ExecutiveCurrency.com

HIGH-DENOMS in HIGH DEMAND:

1. $1,000 1934-A Fr. 2212-Em One Thousand-Richmond. 
Strong grade, even margins, and excellent eye-appeal! 
PCGS Ch Unc 63. ...................................................... $8995

2. $1,000 1934-A Fr. 2212-G One Thousand-Chicago. Looks 
Unc–if you were only going to own one, this should be it. 
PCGS Choice XF 45. .................................................. $5250

3. $1,000 1934-A Fr. 2212-G One Thousand-Chicago. Shows 
little to no evidence of handling through its encapsulation. 
A spectacular selection for a collector seeking a note that 
looks seemingly uncirculated, at a fraction of the price of 
those that are. PCGS EF 40. ..................................... $4850

4. $1,000 1934-A FRN Fr. 2212-G One Thousand- Chicago. 
It has bold inks and escaped circulation problem-free, 
unlike many. Owning a thousand in any grade, is a 
trophy...this just happens to be great value, too! PCGS 
Ch VF 35. ...................................................................$4495

5. $1,000 1928 FRN Fr. 2210-B One Thousand- New York. 
=1928 SERIES= A survivor of the Great Depression, this 
note shows evidence of spending time in commerce as 
the graders mention tape residue and a few pinholes. The 
experts didn’t deem these grade-consistent flaws worthy 
of the ‘net’ designation; therefore, this trophy comes with 
a clean holder. There’s simply no comparing the scarce 
1928 series to the later series which have considerably 
more known. PMG Very Fine 20. ............................. $3295

6. $500 1934-A FRN Fr. 2202-B Five Hundred-New York. 
Ideal for the collector that wants a high-grade without 
having to cross the $5k threshold that many in this grade 
are rising above. There’s a comment of minor ink that 
the graders didn’t feel was bad enough to earn a details 
designation as it’s small, faint, and confined to the top 
margin. The tiny flaw is easy to overlook, and there’s no 
way you could regret owning an Unc five hundred at this 
price. PCGS Ch Unc 63. ............................................ $3995

7. $500 1934-A FRN Fr. 2202-G Five Hundred - Chicago. 
Exceptional eye-appeal + problem-free; it’s a collector’s 
dream. PCGS Ch AU 58. ............................................$3750

8. $500 1934-A FRN, Fr. 2202-G Five Hundred - Chicago. 
No hard folds/ creases so any gentle handling must 
have only been visible prior to encapsulation. Faint teller 
stamp to the left of the central portrait called ‘minor 
ink’ that’s easy to overlook and not objectionable. PMG 
AU 53. ........................................................................$3495

9. $500 1934 FRN Fr.2201-H Five Hundred - St. Louis. 
Easily earned Exceptional Paper Quality. From a lesser-
seen district preserved in ideal collector condition, we’re 
delighted to pass this new purchase onto a collector 
that’s eagerly awaiting the opportunity to catapult his/ her 
collection to the next level. PMG Ch EF 45EPQ. ...... $2995

10. $500 1934-A FRN Fr. 2202-G Five Hundred-Chicago. 
Wonderful Windy City high denom comes with a few flaws 
that allow this note to be considerably more affordable 
than competitors in the same grade. Prior to encapsulation, 
the graders noticed a minor edge tear and minor surface 
damage in the margin. Neither of these are objectionable, 
yet both contribute to the significant discount. PCGS Abt 
Unc 50........................................................................$2495

11. $500 1934-A FRN, Fr. 2202-G Five Hundred-Chicago. 
The perfect note for a collector that doesn’t want 
to sacrifice beauty for budget. This note offers both 
aesthetics and affordability as it boasts in its holder. PMG 
Ch VF 35. ................................................................. $2,250

SOLID SMALL SIZE SELECTIONS:

12. $1 2006 FRN Fr.1933-E SOLID 8 E88888888H. A trophy 
serial with eight consecutive 8s appearing as the entire 
serial number on this note that wouldn’t be the least 
bit uncomfortable in a Superb Gem holder. Collectors 
spend decades chasing notes like this. PCGS Gem Unc 
66PPQ. ...................................................................... $5250

13. $1 2003 FRN Fr. 1929-L SOLID 8 L88888888H. A 
superb serial that offers eight 8s. The corners are sharp, 
margins are even, inks are bold, paper is original, and the 
embossing is popping through the encapsulation. If you 
were looking for more than just a trophy serial, this note is 
the total package. PCGS Gem Unc 65PPQ. ...............$4995

14. $1 1999 FRN, Fr. 1924-B SOLID 8 B88888888M. High 
grade + highly desirable. Enjoy it a bit cheaper than 
the Gems, but it has the same great look. PMG Ch Unc 
64EPQ. .......................................................................$4495

15. $1 1935-A Silver Cert, Fr. 2300 Hawaii. Exceptionally 
well-centered + fully-original WWII Emergency Issue. 
PCGS-B Gem Unc 66PPQ. ............................................$450

16. $10 1934-A Hawaii, Fr. 2303, Hawaii. Despite the premise 
for its very existence to be surrounded by destruction, 
this note shows no indications that it wasn’t printed this 
morning....well, besides the authenticity guarantee from 
PMG. The note has a brown seal, brown serials, black 
surcharge, white paper, even and generous margins, and 
due to its originality has earned the coveted Exceptional 
Paper Quality designation. PMG Gem Unc 65EPQ...... $1895

17. $10 1934-A Fr. 2309, North Africa. WWII Emergency with 
blue serials, yellow seal, bright paper, and even margins. 
PCGS Ch Unc 63. .........................................................$375

18. $10 1934-A Fr. 2309*, North Africa STAR. Emergency 
issue notes are popular and widely sought-after; however, 
acquiring a North Africa STAR note catapults one’s 
collection to the next level. PCGS Abt Unc 55PPQ. ....$795

19. $10 1934-A Fr. 2309*, North Africa STAR. Great look; 
fully original. PCGS VF 25PPQ. .................................... $415

20. $10 1928 Fr. 2400, Gold Cert. Even margins + sharp 
corners are found with a gorgeous gold seal and serials. 
Note presents like Unc, but offered much cheaper! PCGS 
Ch AU 58. .....................................................................$695

21. $10 1928 Fr. 2400*, Gold Cert STAR. Handled but 
attractive ten dollar note that picked up a tiny split in the 
bottom margin along the centerfold that the graders didn’t 
feel was worthy of mention as it is consistent with the 
findings for many notes in this grade. With a gorgeous gold 
star preceding the serials, this note is destined to please! 
PCGS VF 25. .................................................................$575

22. $1 1928 Legal Tender, Fr. 1500* Red Seal Ace STAR. 
An exceptional + scarce red seal ace replacement with 
a census report of roughly four dozen stars while there 
are over 4,000 regular issues! In an effort to prevent 
counterfeiting, the currency stock/ paper is comprised of 
cotton and other materials which is why we sometimes find 
a tiny wood chip inclusion in US Currency. This note has an 
as-made inclusion which could’ve gone without mention 
on this highly-desirable, yet rarely available $1 1928 Legal 
Tender Star. PMG VF 30. .......................................... $5995

23. $1 1928 Legal Tender, Fr. 1500, Red Seal Ace. Four digit 
serial with fire engine red overprint on this fully-original 
red seal ace. PCGS Vy Ch New 64PPQ. ......................$595

We’ve seen a few examples over the past few years, but this 
is the first opportunity for Executive Currency to share this 
exciting mismatched suffix error with our collectors. We 
eagerly snatched the three pieces offered to us. We like 
the mismatched suffix error: not only is the error type rare 
(garnering a R-6 rating), but the error is so evident as it 
jumps out at the end of serial number, unlike mismatched 
digits which are often “buried” in the serial. We have 
exactly three of these, each in a different grade and priced 
accordingly.

24. $20 2017-A FRN, Mismatched Suffix Error. PMG Superb 
Gem Unc 67EPQ. ........................................................ $1295

25. $20 2017-A FRN, Mismatched Suffix Error. PMG Gem 
Unc 66EPQ. ..................................................................$995

26. $20 2017-A FRN, Mismatched Suffix Error. PMG Gem 
Unc 65EPQ. ..................................................................$895

27. $10 1981 FRN, Star Mismatch Prefix Error. I-*/L-*. Only 
one we’ve ever seen. Mismatched prefix letters as the 
lower left begins with I and the upper right begins with L. 
PMG AU 53EPQ. ........................................................ $2995

NEW + NOTEWORTHY:

28. $5 1870 National Gold Bank Note San Francisco, CA 
Ch# 1741. Incredibly scarce with a total of 26 combined 
pieces known in the census for both $5 and $10 
denominations. There are a couple of very minor repairs 
noted on the holder, but the all important gold coin 
vignette is clear and sharp and the colors are excellent for 
the grade. The highest graded by any service is a 50 which 
has approached $50k at prior public sales. This note looks 
better than its assigned grade and as these rarely come 
this nice, we’re ecstatic to have recently acquired it.  PCGS 
Very Fine 25, det. ................................................... $14,950

29. $50 1922 GC, Fr. 1200. Fifty Dollar Gold Cert. Even 
handling, pleasing overprint, and orange back. Pleasing 
overprint and orange back. It managed to escape its 
century in commerce entirely-problem free while still 
maintaining the aesthetics and affordability collectors 
desire. PMG VF 20. .....................................................$1195

30. $5 1890 Treasury Note Fr. 361 Gen.Thomas. Limited to 
the Choice grade by its top margin, this Thomas has all the 
other attributes of a Gem–bright, white paper, and a deep 
red overprint with the ornate back design. Public sales has 
notes in this grade repeatedly approaching and crossing 
the $9k mark while those with the EPQ designation are 
knocking on the door of $11k. This should be priced quite 
favorably for a dealer looking for a resale opportunity or a 
collector seeking a bargain on a problem-free and tough 
note that’s not often available.PMG Ch Unc 64. .......$7495

31. $1 1899 SC, Fr. 233 Black Eagle Serial: Y3000Y. Large 
size fancy serials are tough to come by and they certainly 
don’t often present in this grade, with this cool of a SN! 
Exciting serial 3000 on a note that faces up as Superb. 
PMG Gem Unc 65EPQ. .............................................. $2250


